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SUB UR B AN R AM P SY ST EM

SR50

Suburban Ramp

Professional
Style and
Protection
The SR50 Suburban Ramp provides the
protection required by today’s mortuary
transport industry. The sturdy ramp is
designed to protect the vehicle from
damages often obtained while loading
and unloading cots. One person can easily
load with the aid of the suburban ramp.
When in use, the solid 3/16” aluminum
ramp folds over the rear bumper,
minimizing damages while maximizing
professional appearance. When not in
use, the ramp folds up and out of the
way. Full seating access is available
while the system is in place.
Transform almost any suburban into a
first call vehicle in a matter of seconds
with no necessary modification. Simply
snap the system into place utilizing
components standard in the rear of
suburban vehicles. This system’s
design will speak to your credibility as a
professional in the industry, combining
a clean vehicle appearance and a high
quality, attractive ramp.

Specialty
Engineered
Deck System

FIRST CALL VEHICLE
CAPABILITIES
The SR50 Ramp transforms
most suburbans into a first
call vehicle with minimal
installation required.

RUGGED BUMPER
PROTECTION
A solid 3/16” aluminum ramp
folds down over the vehicle’s
bumper to prevent damage
while loading and unloading.

CONVENIENT
STORAGE
When the ramp isn’t in use,
it hinges up and out of the
way, allowing for the rear
door to be closed and third
row seats to be used.

PROFESSIONAL
APPEARANCE
The design of the SR50
utilizes materials that will
speak to your credibility as a
professional in the industry.

DEPENDABLE RAMP
AND GLIDE STRIPS
The dependable aluminum
ramp with glide strips
make loading easier while
protecting the vehicle.

REDUCE POTENTIAL
FOR INJURY
The SR50 reduces the
extra effort to lift cots, air
trays and other mortuary
containers over the bumper.

SPECIFICATIONS
WIDTH

48 ¼

LENGTH

25

INSTALL

EXISTING TIE-DOWNS

WEIGHT

43

INCHES

INCHES

LBS

PRODUCT CODES
CHEVROLET SUBURBAN

2007-2014

7810A003

GMC YUKON XL

2007-2014

7810A003

CADILLAC ESCALADE ESV

2007-2014

7810A003
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